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bstract

LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 has been prepared by ion-exchange from NaNi2/3Sb1/3O2. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) and single crystal electron diffraction

y transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the material indicate that it is isostructural with �-NaFeO2. Electrochemical test shows that the
eversible capacity for Li intercalation and deintercalation drops rapidly with the number of times cycled. Both experimental evidences and first
rinciples calculations point to the migration of nickel as the reason for the poor capacity retention.

2007 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

Several Li intercalation electrodes with composition
iNixTM(1−x)O2 (TM = Ti, Mn) have been synthesized and
valuated. In these materials, only Ni participates in the elec-
rochemical reaction while TM acts only as structure stabilizer
1–5]. A material such as Li(Ni1/2Mn1/2)O2 is perfectly bal-
nced in extractable Li and electron content. Even though Mn4+

emains unchanged in valence, Ni2+ can be oxidized to Ni4+

hereby supplying all the electrons needed to extract Li+. While
his is ideal from a capacity perspective, it is likely that rate capa-
ility could be increased by adding more Ni2+ to the system. Li
xtraction from Li(Ni1/2Mn1/2)O2 creates Ni4+ which at high
tate of charge leads to a reduction in electronic conductivity
6]. Oxidation of Ni2+ to Ni4+ also leads to a significant increase
n the activation barrier for Li hopping [7,8]. The electrostatic
epulsion between Li+ in its activated state and the transition

etal ion has been shown to have a significant influence on the
i migration barrier [7–9]. In fact, Li motion in the presence of
i2+ was found to have the lowest migration barrier of a series of
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ommon transition metal cations investigated in a recent compu-
ational study [8]. Hence, one would expect that increasing the
i2+ content in layered LiNixTM(1−x)O2 materials could lead

o materials that have improved rate capability at high state of
harge. Since the average valence of the transition metals TM in
ayered LiTMO2 materials needs to be +3, more Ni2+ can only
e accommodated by incorporation of high valent cations in the
tructure. Using a +5 cation such as Sb5+ increases the Ni content
o 66% as in LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2. Even when all Li is removed from
his material there should still be 1/6 of residual Ni2+ present,
nd at a typical charge limit corresponding to removal of 2/3 Li
3,10,11] one-third of all Ni would still be Ni2+ assuming the
ther Ni ions have been oxidized to +4.

When synthesized through a solid state route LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2
orms an orthorhombic structure with Fddd space group [12].
o create a layered structure we synthesized LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2

hrough an ion-exchange route from NaNi2/3Sb1/3O2. Since the
ayered R3̄m structure is stabilized by a large size difference
etween the alkali and the TM cations, it is more likely to form
layered structure with a larger alkali ion such as Na+ [13,14].
ndeed, NaNi2/3Sb1/3O2 has been synthesized with a solid state
rocess by V. Nalbandyan, et al. and the structure was con-
rmed to be layered R3̄m [15]. Ion-exchange is a soft chemical
pproach performed at relatively low temperature so that only

mailto:ysmeng@mit.edu
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phase precursor synthesized at 1000 C, Na occupancy is 0.954
and the Na/Ni cation mixing is 4.5%. We choose the 900 ◦C
material for ion-exchange as it has high Na occupancy with low
Na/Ni exchange. The lattice parameters a = 3.06 Å, c = 16.05 Å

Table 1
Refinement results for NaNi2/3Sb1/3O2 synthesized at three different
temperatures

Synthesis
◦

Na occupancy (%) Na/Ni inter-layer
X. Ma et al. / Journal of Pow

a+ is replaced by Li+ with the rest of the structure intact. It
s reasonable to expect a well-layered LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 with very
ittle cation mixing through such a synthesis route.

. Materials and methods

.1. Synthesis of NaNi2/3Sb1/3O2

NaNi2/3Sb1/3O2 was prepared by solid state reaction from
a2CO3 (99.5%, Aldrich), Sb2O3 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) and
i(OH)2 (61% Ni, Alfa Aesar). Stoichiometric amount of

hese starting materials were ball-milled for 12 h. After drying,
he mixture was ground and pressed into a pellet. The pel-
et was heated in air for 24 h at three different temperatures
800, 900, and 1000 ◦C). The resulting products are com-
ared and the optimized sodium precursor was chosen for ion-
xchange.

.2. Ion-exchange

The obtained powder was mixed with 10 times excess amount
f the eutectic composition of LiNO3 (99.9+%, ACROS) and
iCl (99.9+%, Mallinckrodt Baker). The mixture was heated
t 280 ◦C for 8 h in air. After ion-exchange, the mixture was
insed several times with distilled water and filtered to recover
he powder. The resulting powder was dried overnight in the
ir.

.3. X-ray diffraction and TEM

XRD patterns were collected using a Rigaku diffractometer
quipped with Cu K� radiation by step scanning in the 2θ range
f 10–80◦. Rietveld refinement and profile matching of the pow-
er diffraction data were performed with Fullprof [16]. In the
efinement, the oxygen occupancy is fixed to the default value of
for the layered structure with space group R3̄m. For the lithium
r sodium and transition layers, we restrict both the Ni, Sb and
i/Na occupancy on the 3a sites, and the Ni, Li/Na occupancy
n 3b sites, to sum to 1.

Electron diffraction patterns were collected under an accel-
rating voltage of 200 keV on a JEOL 2010 microscope. The
owders were suspended on a copper grid with lacey carbon.

.4. Electrochemical properties

Electrochemical cells were configured in the following way:
i/1 M LiPF6 in EC:DMC = 1:1/LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 with carbon
lack (15 wt%) used as conductive agent and polyethylenete-
rafluoride (PTFE) (5 wt%) as binder. Cells were assembled in
n argon-filled glovebox and cycled at room temperature using
Maccor 2200 operating in galvanostatic mode.

.5. Calculation methodology
Energies are derived from first principles calculations
ased on density functional theory (DFT). The spin-polarized
eneralized gradient approximation, Perdue–Wang exchange

t

1

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of NaNi2/3Sb1/3O2 synthesized at 800, 900 and 1000 ◦C.

orrelation function, and the projector augmented-wave method
ere used as implemented in Vienna ab initio simulation pack-

ge (VASP) [17]. A plane-wave basis with a kinetic energy
utoff of 370 eV was used. A reciprocal-space k-point grids of
× 5 × 3 or 3 × 3 × 5 was used depending on the size of the

upercell considered. Structures were fully relaxed. The +U cor-
ection term in the Dudarev scheme was used with U = 5.96 for
i only [18].

. Results and discussion

.1. Structure of the precursor

XRD patterns for NaNi2/3Sb1/3O2 precursors synthesized at
hree different temperatures 800, 900 and 1000 ◦C are shown in
ig. 1 and the results of the refinement are listed in Table 1. All

hree patterns can be well refined using the �-NaFeO2 (R3̄m)
tructure with Na in 3b(0, 0, 0.5) sites, transition metals (Ni, Sb)
n 3a(0, 0, 0) sites and O in 6c(0, 0, z) sites. Both the Na occu-
ancy and Na/Ni exchange are allowed to vary in the refinement.
or NaNi2/3Sb1/3O2 synthesized at 800 ◦C, the Na occupancy is
.938 and the Na/Ni exchange is determined to be 0.9%. For
he compound synthesized at 900 ◦C, the Na occupancy and
a/Ni exchange are 0.987% and 1%, respectively. For the Na

◦

emperature ( C) mixing (%)

800 93.8 0.9
900 98.7 1.0
000 95.4 4.5
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Fig. 2. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern and refinement of LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 obtained
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fter 8h ion-exchange from NaNi2/3Sb1/3O2 synthesized at 900 ◦C; (b) XRD
attern of LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 calculated by first principles methods with

√
3 × √

3
rdering of Ni and Sb in the TM layer.

gree very well with the reported ones in reference [15], where
= 3.06 Å, c = 16.02 Å.

.2. Structure of LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 after ion-exchange

The XRD pattern for LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 after ion-exchange is
hown in Fig. 2(a). The difference between the observed and
alculated XRD patterns for the R3̄m structure is also indicated.
he Rietveld refinement (Table 2) gives a Li occupancy 0.973
hich is a little bit lower than the Na amount in precursor.
lso, the Li/Ni exchange is only 0.2%, which can essentially
e neglected. The lattice parameters are a = 2.99 Å, c = 14.56 Å.
ur XRD data indicates that the starting sodium precursor phase
s not present anymore after the ion-exchange although a small
mount of residual Na ions may still be present in the final
aterial.

able 2
tructure refinement parameters for LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 after ion-exchange at 280 ◦C

tom Site x/a y/b z/c Occupancy

i(1) 3b 0 0 0.5 0.973
i(2) 3b 0 0 0.5 0.002
i(1) 3a 0 0 0 0.664
i(2) 3a 0 0 0 0.002
b(1) 3a 0 0 0 0.333
(1) 6c 0 0 0.25678 2.000

= 2.99 Å, c = 14.56 Å, Rp = 15.1%, Rwp = 22.5%, Rexp = 16.71%, χ2 = 1.81%.
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Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows two representative electron diffrac-
ion patterns from zone axes [1 1̄ 1̄]hex and [5 1 2̄]hex of the
ristine LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2, respectively. The fundamental reflec-
ions and the zone axes are indexed to the parent hexagonal
ell with rhombohedral symmetry and space group R3̄m. The
1 1 l)(l = 3n) type fundamental reflections are clearly tripled
ith additional superstructure intensities, indicating that a

√
3 ×

3ahex superstructure is present in LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2. Ordering in√
3 × √

3ahex supercell is common on a triangular lattice at
omposition 1/3 [19] and has also been speculated to occur in
iNi1/2Mn1/2O2 with 10–12% Li/Ni interlayer mixing [20]. The
rdering pattern is a honeycomb of Ni2+ with Sb5+ in the cen-
er of the honeycomb thereby maximizing the Ni2+/Sb5+ nearest
eighbor contacts.

We also investigated the structure of LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 with first
rinciples calculations. In our calculation, the transition metal
ayer is ordered in the

√
3 × √

3ahex superstructure and no inter-
ayer cation mixing is considered. Computational details are the
ame as in previous work on related materials [5]. The calcu-
ated lattice parameters are a = 3.015 Å, c = 14.709 Å, which are
ithin 1% of the experimental values. The simulated XRD pat-

ern based on these parameters is shown in Fig. 2(b), and agrees
ery well with the experimental results. The small peaks around
0◦ in both experimental and calculated pattern are the result of
he superstructure in the transition layer.

In LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 synthesized by solid state method [12], the
tructure is a rock salt superstructure in the orthorhombic space
roup Fddd, where the isolated SbO6 octahedra share edges
ith 12 adjacent octahedra randomly occupied by Li or Ni. This

rrangement maximize the Sb–Sb distances.

.3. Electrochemical results

The theoretical capacity of LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 is 225.4 mAh g−1

ssuming that all the lithium ions can be extracted. As shown in
ig. 4, we find a first discharge capacity around 92 mAh g−1 at
/20 rate, which is less than half of the theoretical capacity. After
0 charge/discharge cycles, the capacity drops to 38 mAh g−1.
ig. 4 shows that the capacity decays rapidly in the first 10 cycles.

.4. Structure degradation during electrochemical reaction

To investigate possible structural changes as the origin for the
apacity degradation, XRD pattern for electrodes which have
een cycled five times was collected. The XRD spectrum and
efinement are shown in Fig. 5. The refinement results show that
he Li/Ni inter-layer mixing grows from 0.2% to around 10.4%.
his dramatic change in structure was also confirmed from TEM
atterns. Fig. 3(c) and (d) shows the [1 8 2]hex and [2̄ 5 1̄]hex zone
xes patterns collected from the sample in the discharged state
fter 10 charge/discharge cycles. The

√
3 × √

3ahex superstruc-
ure is still present with somewhat enhanced intensities. Such
henomenon is observed in all ten crystals examined by TEM.

ingle crystal electron diffraction is known to be more sensitive

o superstructure reflections than powder X-ray diffraction [21].
he superstructure peaks in XRD are completely diminished due

o the amorphous carbonaceous additives and polymer binders
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Fig. 3. (a) (b) TEM patterns for the pristine LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2; (c) (d) TEM pa

n the electrode. Both XRD and TEM show that, although the
ristine material has no cation mixing at all, once it is electro-
hemically cycled nickel will move into lithium layer.

To investigate whether Ni can migrate into Li vacancies,
e calculated the activation barrier for Ni migration when the

aterial is partially delithiated (Li concentration is 2/3). There

re two possible pathways for the nickel migration: one is the
ost direct path travelling straight through the edge shared by

eighboring octahedra; the other is a longer pathway where

ig. 4. Charge and discharge capacity for first ten cycles measured at C/20 rate.
he voltage window is 2.5–4.6 V.

d
t
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d
s

F
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for LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 after 10 cycles, in which the superstructure is enhanced.

ickel goes through a nearest neighboring tetrahedral site via
he faces it shares with the neighboring octahedra. Our previ-
us work has consistently shown the tetrahedral path Oh–Td–Oh
o be substantially lower in energy than the direct octahedral
op for any ion migration in layered structures [1,9,22]. Fig. 6
emonstrates the migration pathway. One nickel migrates into
he tetrahedral site through the triangular face between the TM

ayer and Li layer. A Li trivacancy around this tetrahedral defect
s necessary to prevent face sharing of Li and the Ni tetrahe-
ral defect. Meanwhile, one Li will move to the tetrahedral
ite that face-shares with the octahedral TM site vacated by

ig. 5. XRD results of LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 electrode after five cycles. The Rietveld
efinement indicates that cation mixing is around 10.4%.
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Fig. 6. Demonstration of the nickel migration and the formation of a Li/Ni
dumbbell. The process can be divided into three steps: (1) Li disorder in a
partially delithiated structure creates a trivacancy around a tetrahedron in the
Li layer. (2) A single Ni ion moves from the TM layer into the triangular face
between the TM and Li layer, and ultimately into the tetrahedral site of the Li
layer. (3) The latter step is usually accompanied by one lithium moving into the
tetrahedral site that shares a face with the octahedral site that has been vacated
by the Ni ion. This leads to a Litet–Nitet dumbbell around the TM vacancy and
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that Ni in the transition metal layer surrounded by six Mn
is unstable when it is oxidized to a higher redox state [25].

Using similar calculations, the possibility of Sb5+ migration
in Li2/3Ni2/3Sb1/3O2 is also investigated. The calculated results
s believed to be a key defect in LiNi1/2Mn1/2O2 [10] and an intermediate state
n the migration of Mn in LiMnO2 [22].

i to lower the energy and form a Li/Ni dumbbell structure.
e calculated the energy along this migration pathway in a

i8Ni8Sb4O24 unit cell with a 3 × 3 × 5 k-point mesh. Fig. 7(a)
hows that the energy barrier is around 0.63 eV. It is likely that
his barrier is too low to keep the material stable. The Boltzmann
uccess rate, exp(−0.63 eV/kBT) = 1.87 × 10−11 at room tem-
erature. Assuming a vibrational pre-factor of 1012 to 1013/s,
he Ni hopping rate would be around 20–200 s−1. One may
lso compare this barrier to the Mn migration barrier in half
elithiated LixMnO2 (∼0.4 eV) and the Co migration barrier
n Li1/2CoO2 (∼1.6 eV) [22]. Experimental evidence indicates
hat half delithiated LixMnO2 will essentially transform into

spinel-like structure, while the Li1/2CoO2 layered structure
emains stable due to the much higher migration barrier [23,24].
he Ni migration barrier in LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 is between that of
n and Co but substantially closer to that of Mn in LixMnO2.

his seems further indication that some Ni will migrate into
i/vacancy layer resulting in a layered structure with high Li/Ni

nter-layer mixing consistent with our XRD results. The Ni
igration also explains the observation in electron diffraction

Fig. 3) that the
√

3 × √
3ahex superstructure appears with some-

hat enhanced intensities after cycling. When the material is
ycled some Ni migrate into the lithium layer leaving the Ni sites
acated. Due to the larger contrast between Sb and a vacancy than
etween Sb and Ni, the superstructure in electron diffraction is
nhanced.

In our calculations, the valence state of the migrating Ni can
e determined by integrating the electron spin density in a sphere
bout the Ni cation centers [1,22]. Fig. 7(b) shows the net elec-
ron spin (in units of 1/2μ ) as a function of the integration
B
adius. The net spin rises fast initially as the 3d orbitals of Ni are
ntegrated over. When the integration reaches the nonpolarized
xygen, however, the net spin levels off. The total spin (around

F
l
c

urces 173 (2007) 550–555

in units of 1/2μB) at the plateau in Fig. 7(b) indicates that the
igrating Ni corresponds to a high spin Ni2+ ion. Our work on
iNi1/2Mn1/2O2 has indicated that both the location of the Ni

n the transition metal layer and the redox state of the Ni are
ritical factors that appear to control Ni motion [25]. In our lay-
red LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2, each Ni is surrounded by three Sb ions and
hree Ni ions. A Nitet site may be occupied or a Li/Ni dumbbell

ay form only when the Ni redox state is 2+, since both Ni3+

nd Ni4+ have a strong preference for octahedral coordination
26]. If Ni is oxidized to 3+/4+ before migrating to a tetrahe-
ral site, it becomes immobile. This may explain why not all Ni
re prompted to migrate during charge and discharge. The com-
aratively lower migration barrier for Ni2+ in LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2
han in LiNi1/2Mn1/2O2 can be explained by the fact that the
ivalent Ni ion is surrounded by three Sb5+ and three Ni3+ when
iNi2/3Sb1/3O2 is partially charged, and such strong electrostatic

epulsion provides the driving force for the Ni2+ to migrate. It is
mportant to realize the driving force may vary for Ni ions with
ifferent local environments and redox states. In fact, in previous
rst principles calculations on LiNi1/2Mn1/2O2 we have shown

2+ 4+
ig. 7. (a) Energy for a Ni ion along the path from an octahedral site in the TM
ayer to a tetrahedral site in the Li/vacancy layer. (b) Integrated net spin for Ni
ations along the migration path in Li2/3Ni2/3Sb1/3O2.
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how that the energy required to create a Li/Sb dumbbell is about
.5 eV making Sb5+ migration essentially impossible.

.5. Relations between structure degradation and capacity
ecay

The Li/Ni dumbbell structure in partially delithiated elec-
rodes can influence the electrochemical properties in two ways.
irstly, occupation of a tetrahedral site in the lithium layer
y nickel requires that the nearest three octahedral sites are
lways vacant thereby reducing the insertion capacity. Addition-
lly, the most likely pathway for lithium diffusion is identified
s octahedral–tetrahedral–octahedral [9,27] so that stable Li/Ni
umbbells will block some possible lithium diffusion pathways.
ence, both the capacity and rate capability may be reduced by

he formation of Li/Ni dumbbell.

. Conclusion

Layered LiNi2/3Sb1/3O2 was successfully synthesized by
on-exchange from NaNi2/3Sb1/3O2 and tested in Li half-cells.
oth experimental and computational results imply that nickel
igrates from the transition metal layer to the Li layer when the
aterial is partially delithiated, leading to rapid capacity fade.
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